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Abstract— Linear synthesis model based dictionary learning
framework has achieved remarkable performances in image
classification in the last decade. Behaved as a generative feature
model, it however suffers from some intrinsic deficiencies. In this
paper, we propose a novel parametric nonlinear analysis cosparse
model (NACM) with which a unique feature vector will be much
more efficiently extracted. Additionally, we derive a deep insight
to demonstrate that NACM is capable of simultaneously learning
the task adapted feature transformation and regularization to en-
code our preferences, domain prior knowledge and task oriented
supervised information into the features. The proposed NACM is
devoted to the classification task as a discriminative feature model
and yield a novel discriminative nonlinear analysis operator
learning framework (DNAOL). The theoretical analysis and
experimental performances clearly demonstrate that DNAOL will
not only achieve the better or at least competitive classification
accuracies than the state-of-the-art algorithms but it can also
dramatically reduce the time complexities in both training and
testing phases.
Index Terms— Nonlinear analysis cosparse model, analysis
operator learning, regularization learning, generative model,
discriminative model, dictionary learning, linear synthesis model,
image classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE classification is one of the important tasks in thefield of image processing, computer vision, and pattern
recognition. To implement this task, let {xi}Ni=1 be a collection
of N training samples drawn from C classes with labels
{yi}Ni=1. Supervised classification method will predict the
label vector ŷ for a query test sample x̂ based on the training
pairs {xi,yi}Ni=1, which can be formulated as the following
maximum a posterior (MAP) problem from the viewpoint of
the probabilistic model [1]:
max
ŷ
P(ŷ|x̂, {xi, yi}Ni=1) (1)
In general, this problem will be addressed with the help of
two sequential procedures, i.e., feature extraction and classifier
construction. Instead of the conventional feature engine fash-
ion where a large amount of features are collected from some
user-specific non-parametric transformations according to the
domain knowledge [2]–[7], the learning based parametric
models are much appealing in recent year. These methods
aim at computing a parametric feature extraction operator P
associated with some more discriminative and representative
features {fi}Ni=1 as well as a classifierW in a joint framework,
yielding the following approximation classification schemes
[8]. Here and after, we use the matrix notation to indicate a
set of vectors for clarity, e.g., X = {xi}Ni=1.
arg max
ŷ,̂f
P(ŷ, f̂ |x̂,X,Y) ≈ arg max
ŷ,̂f
P(ŷ, f̂ |x̂, θ∗P , θ∗W)
= arg max
ŷ,̂f
P(ŷ, x̂, f̂ |θ∗P , θ∗W)
s.t. {θ∗P , θ∗W ,F} = arg max
θP ,θW ,F
P(θP , θW ,Y,F|X)
= arg max
θP ,θW ,F
P(X,Y,F, θP , θW)
(2)
where f̂ is the feature vector for the query sample, θP , θW
stand for the parameters for P and W , respectively and
θ∗P , θ
∗
W will be the MAP estimations of the problem in the
constraint corresponding to the training phase. It can be
observed from (2) that these optimal MAP solutions will be
obtained by maximizing either the posterior distribution or
joint distribution following the Bayes’ law. As a consequence,
the core issue will become to characterize the joint or posterior
distribution with a suitable parametric model.
A. Regularized Linear Synthesis Model
In the last decade, the regularized linear synthesis model
attracts so many attentions that it has achieved remarkable
progresses in many image processing applications such as
image de-noising and super-resolution [9]–[12]. As a para-
metric model, it characterizes an input sample x via the linear
combinations x ≈ Df , where D ∈ Rn×p is referred to as the
dictionary formed of p column vectors termed atoms and the
coefficient vector f is a regularized hidden feature vector of
x. Specially, this model in statistical machine learning is also
known as linear regression with a distinct motivations and ex-
planations [13], [14]. In above image processing applications,
one always focuses on optimizing the column vectors, namely
atoms in D to achieve a minimized representation error, which
is generally called synthesis dictionary learning (DL) [9], [11].
On the contrary, we will pay more attention to the properties of
f in some machine learning tasks [15]. When this model meets
the task of image classification, roughly speaking, it appears as
a generative model to characterize the joint distribution in (2)
with the following two types of classification implementations:
max
θP ,θW ,F
P(X,Y,F, θP , θW)
(1)
= max
θP ,θW ,F
P(Y|X,F, θW)P(θP , θW)P(X|F, θP)P(F)
(2)
= max
θP ,θW ,F
P(Y|F, θW)P(θW)p(θP)P(X|F, θP)P(F)
(3)
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2Considering the first type, the parametric classifier model
P(Y|X,F, θW) will learn a set of θW = {Wc}Cc=1 in the
spirit of regression such that each Wc will mostly fit the sam-
ples from class c [16]–[19]. Accordingly, classification can be
realized by measuring the regression residuals. Alternatively,
the second type of classifier will focus on P(Y|F, θW) to
measure the classification loss in a straightforward way, where
some off-the-shelf loss functions in the typical classifiers will
be exploited to model this term, e.g., softmax, square `2 norm
in ridge regression [20]–[25]. The rest P(θW) will correspond
to a regularization on the classifier parameters θW to prevent
from over-fitting. More detailed information for these two
types of classifiers will be discussed in Sec. IV-A and this
paper will focus on the latter two shared terms corresponding
to the feature model.
B. Motivation
In the previous researches, the parametric feature model
P(X|F, θP)P(F) will be characterized by the above regular-
ized linear synthesis model with θP = D and a regularization
term on F, e.g., sparsity inducing `1 norm [15]–[17], [26],
square `2 norm [27], group sparsity inducing `1,2 norm [28],
low rank inducing nuclear norm [29], their combinations [30],
hierarchical prior [19], elastic net and Fisher term [3], [18].
Although these different regularizations can all compute the
MAP solutions of a discriminative dictionary and features to
promote the classification performance, this feature model will
suffer from the following intrinsic problems.
Let us firstly consider the term P(X|F,D). When
rank(D) < p for either an over-complete or an under-
complete compact dictionary with many coherent atoms, D
will exist a non-trivial null space. In this case, there will be
generally a large amount of candidate feature vectors fitting
this term while only a few of them will be of benefit to
the classification task. As a consequence, once an incorrect
atom is selected during feature extraction in training or testing
phases, it will subsequently result in a domino effect to
yield an incorrect classification result or training performance
[31]. Although many strategies have been proposed to relieve
this problem [16], [17], [19], it will be always an intrinsic
deficiency caused by the synthesis formulation, i.e., x ≈ Df .
Secondly, in order to describe the term P(F), various user-
specific regularizations have been exploited to encode the
domain prior knowledge and our preferences in features to
make a selection, resulting in numerous supervised or semi-
supervised DL frameworks [3], [16]–[20], [22]–[30], [32]–
[35]. Since no explicit discriminative strategy is encoded
in the most regularizers, whether these regularizations or
selections will be benefit to the task at hand and fit for
the input samples is still an open question [27] whereas
tuning their adjunctive regularization parameters will bring us
another tedious problem to achieve a satisfactory generalizable
performance. What’s worth, most of these regularizers are
non-smoothness so that the feature extractor P will be an
inexplicit complex nonlinear function without the closed form.
It follows that it is rather time consuming for feature extraction
in both training and testing phases by means of some iterative
optimization algorithms [36]–[38], which will heavily limit its
applications to some large scale problems. Some efforts have
been made for acceleration, including fast recovery algorithms
[39], [40], training a parametric function with the explicit
form to approximate P [23], [41]–[43], introducing the online
strategy [44], etc, but this intrinsic inefficiency caused by
the regularized linear synthesis model cannot be eliminated.
Can we directly learn a task specific parametric prior term to
develop a task-driven prior learning framework following the
way of dictionary learning [3], [19]?
Finally, since feature vectors are coupled in the classifier and
feature model in (3), both types of implementations will suffer
from the inconsonant feature extractors in training and testing
phases [14]. More concretely, since the label is not available
in the testing phase, it can be concluded that the inexplicit
feature extractor will be f = Ptrain(x|θ∗P ,y, θ∗W) and f̂ =
Ptest(x̂|θ∗P) in the training and testing phases, respectively.
To our best knowledge, this problem is only concerned and
addressed in [3] at the cost of solving a relatively complicated
bi-level optimization.
C. Main Objective and Contributions
According to the above motivations, the mentioned deficien-
cies are mostly caused by modeling the joint distribution with
the regularized linear synthesis model. As a consequence, the
objective of this paper is to solve the problems raised above by
developing a parametric discriminative model to characterize
the alternative counterpart in (2), namely the posterior distri-
bution. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel parametric nonlinear analysis
cosparse model (NACM) with which a unique MAP
solution of feature vector will be much more efficiently
extracted than the conventional regularized linear synthe-
sis model.
• We derive a deep insight to demonstrate that NACM
is capable of simultaneously learning the task adapted
feature transformation and regularization to encode our
preferences, domain prior knowledge and task oriented
supervised information into the features.
• We develop a discriminative nonlinear analysis operator
learning framework (DNAOL) to devote the cosparse
model to the classification task, in which the feature
extractor is consistently determined by NACM in both
training and testing phases.
Our proposed framework is validated on four image bench-
marks for classification. By evaluating the classification ac-
curacy and time costs in the training and testing phases, our
framework can achieve higher accuracy than their counterpart
dictionary learning algorithms with the same discriminative
strategies. Compared with other state-of-the-art DL algorithms
containing more discriminative strategies, our framework can
still achieve better or competitive classification accuracies
while the required time costs will be dramatically reduced,
which evidently demonstrates the effectiveness and superiori-
ties of our proposed framework. The rest paper is organized as
follows. In Sec. II, we present a preliminary on linear analysis
cosparse model and the related researches on analysis operator
3TABLE I
NOTATIONS
notation interpretation
xi ∈ Xn i-th sample from the n-dimensional input domain
Fp p-dimensional feature domain
P : X 7→ F feature extraction mapping (extractor)
θP , θW parameters in feature model and classifier
yi ∈ L label vector of xi in the label domain
D, D:,i synthesis dictionary and its i-th column vector
A, Ai,: Analysis operator and its i-th row vector
fi, fi(j) i-th feature vector and its j-th entry
Xc, θcW , θ
c
P variables with respect to class c
< A,B > the inner product between matrix A and B
X
c sample matrix excluding c-th class
N , U normal and uniform distribution
P(·) probability density function
1,0 full 1 and 0 vector, respectively
I identity matrix
learning. We propose NACM and discuss its superiority in Sec.
III. In Sec. IV, we develop a DPNOL framework with two
classification schemes and we derive a detailed optimization
algorithm for parameters learning. We evaluate the proposed
framework on several popular image databases in Sec. V and
concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI. For clarity, the
important notations are summarized in the Table I.
II. PRELIMINARY
This section will introduce the conventional linear analysis
model and the related researches on analysis operator learning
(AOL).
A. Linear Analysis Model
As aforementioned, the regularized linear synthesis model
describes a signal x ∈ Rn with the linear combinations of
some atoms in D, which implies x is generated from D and a
regularized f . Alternatively, another counterpart termed linear
analysis model takes a different viewpoint by characterizing x
with a collection of linear filters in the rows of A ∈ Rp×n as
f = Ax, where f is called the analysis feature vector with
respect to the analysis operator A [31]. More concretely,
linear analysis model will resolve or analyze x with a set
of filters in A. It follows that when the analysis operator A
and the synthesis dictionary D are both square nonsingular
matrices and A−1 = D, these two models will be identical
during characterizing x as x = Df = DAx. Attentions have
been recently attracted by a special instance referred to as
analysis cosparse model (ACM) in which the analysis feature
vector f = Ax will contain many zero components [45]. In
this situation, x will be confined to a polyhedral of the null
space of a sub-row matrix corresponding to those filters with
zero responses, namely f(j) = Aj,:x = 0. Accordingly, more
attentions will be paid on these row vectors in this specific
model and their amounts will be defined as the cosparsity of x
with respect to A [45], contrasting the concept of the sparsity
in the synthesis model [10].
B. Analysis Operator Learning
Analogous to the early stage of DL with the regularized
linear synthesis model, the pioneering researches of ACM
will mostly work on some basic image inverse problems [31],
such as de-noising, de-bluring and super-resolution, where the
analysis operator A will be adaptively learned to meet the
requirement of these recovery tasks [46]. As a straightforward
extension of K-Singular value decomposition (K-SVD) [11],
Rubinstein et al. presented an analysis K-SVD algorithm (AK-
SVD) for AOL [47]. In [48] and [46], the authors restricted the
operator on an oblique manifold or a uniform normalized tight
frame to get rid of some trivial solutions. Additionally, several
frameworks of learning a sparsifying transform have been
developed [49], [50], which will benefit from the efficiency
promotion during recovery. More recently, Bian et al. investi-
gated the relationship between the sparse null space problem
and AOL, and presented an efficient learning algorithm based
on the sparse null space basis pursuit scheme [51].
When this parametric model meets the classification task,
to our best knowledge, there are far fewer researches focus-
ing on learning a discriminative analysis operator than its
counterpart. In [52], the authors presented a classification
framework with ACM, where the SVM classifier is trained
on the resulted cosparse feature vectors [53]. Nonetheless, no
supervised information is encoded in the operator as well as
features during parameters learning so that their performances
are less optimal compared with the other state-of-the-art DL
algorithms. Fawzi et al. developed a discriminative AOL
framework for fast classification [54], in which the hinge loss
function in SVM is incorporated in the AOL framework to
enhance the discrimination of the operator. Additionally, Gu
et al. presented a dictionary pair learning (DPL) framework
to simultaneously learn a synthesis dictionary and an analysis
operator for discriminative classification [43].
III. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS BASED COSPARSE MODEL
In this section, we will develop the novel parametric nonlin-
ear analysis cosparse model (NACM) and present a discussion
to demonstrate its superiorities and novelties.
A. From Linear to Nonlinear Model
According to the above preliminary, ACM will produce
the unique cosparse feature vector in a deterministic way as
f = Ax, where only a matrix-vector multiplication operation
is required. It follows that this model will be much more
efficient for feature extraction than its counterpart, namely
regularized linear synthesis model. Nevertheless, deficiency
comes from the fact that the linear analysis operator A will not
increase the separability of input samples while the sparse pat-
tern, namely indices corresponding to the zero feature response
will be sensitive to the perturbation. Inspired by the kernel
method [53] [55], a novel nonlinear analysis cosparse model
(NACM) formulated as f = P(x) = SΛ(Ax) is extended
from the conventional linear ACM, where a nonlinear cosparse
operator P is explicitly determined by the model parameters
θP = {A,Λ} and SΛ is a parametric nonlinear function
generating a cosparse output vector1. With this parametric non-
linear operator, it is possible to incorporate some supervised
1Since our model is a straightforward extension from ACM, all concepts
therein will be also inherited in our model, e.g., cosparse feature vector,
cosparsity, etc.
4information to enhance the discrimination of the cosparse
feature vectors. Note that if SΛ is further assumed to be
separable with respect to each component, each feature will be
also efficiently computed as f(j) = SΛ(Aj,:x), j = 1, . . . , p
allowing a fast distributed parallel computing. In the following
part, we will derive a deep insight to give an interpretation of
its formulation and demonstrate its superiorities.
B. Model Interpretations and Superiorities
Considering the formulation of NACM, if we refer to A and
SΛ as a linear feature transformation and a nonlinear selection
operator, respectively, NACM will enable us to learn an
explicitly discriminative feature transformation and selection
by optimizing A and Λ adaptively according to the task at
hand. In order to take a deeper insight, let us consider the
following regularized optimization problem:
min
f
λΩ(f) +
1
2
‖f −Ax‖22, (4)
where Ω(f) is a proper, convex, lower-semicontinuous reg-
ularization function on features with regularization hyper-
parameter λ. This optimization can be regarded as a de-noised
ACM framework in the feature domain, which aims to obtain
a regularized MAP solution of f in the neighbourhood of Ax
in the sense of Euclidean distance. In particular, when Ω is the
`1 norm and A is a square matrix, it will become the recently
developed sparsifying transforms model [49]. In particular, the
minimizer to (4) admits a closed form given by:
f∗ = proxΩ,λ(Ax), (5)
where proxΩ,λ is called the proximity operator of Ω with
parameter λ [56]. Comparing (5) with the formulation of
NACM, namely f = SΛ(Ax), if SΛ is coincidently a
proximity operator or its functional approximation of the
regularizer Ω, NACM will precisely generate a feature vector
containing the regularized information of Ω such as prior
knowledge and the preference. In other words, the performance
of a feature selector SΛ will be equivalent to imposing an
underlying regularization on cosparse features. It follows that
the regularized features will be efficiently computed with an
explicit formulation without exploiting extra iterative algo-
rithms and it is thus much more convenient to impose various
regularizations than the regularized linear synthesis model. In
this spirit, directly optimizing the parameters in NACM in
a task-driven manner will be interpreted as learning a task
adapted feature transformation and regularization, which will
be of more novelty and superiority than regularized synthesis
model. In our previous research, we imposed a hierarchical
prior on the features by leveraging a synthesis model for
discriminative transformation and regularization learning [19],
but its complexity will be much aggravated than that of
NACM. Furthermore, NACM will essentially generate a series
of MAP solution of f by varying model parameters and as a
consequence, f∗ = SΛ(Ax) actually provides a lower bound
of the posterior distribution maxθP P(f∗, θP |x) as:
max
f ,θP
P(f , θP |x) ≤ max
θP
P(f∗, θP |x) ≤ P(f∗∗, θ∗P |x) (6)
where f∗∗ and θ∗P stand for the MAP solutions of features and
parameters, respectively.
Compared with the conventional ACM, the proposed NACM
interpreted as a regularized variant will focus more on the
properties of the feature domain while ACM normally provides
a prior information of the input domain [31]. Additionally,
the parametric NACM has a much more powerful capabil-
ity of functional approximation than its linear counterpart,
which can generalize its potential applications, e.g., nonlinear
dimensionality reduction in the case of p < n. Compared
with the kernel method, both of them exploit the nonlinear
mapping to enhance the discrimination for a set of input
samples without greatly increase the model complexity, but
NACM will moreover impose regularizations on the explicit
features. Therefore, NACM can be tailored for much broader
problems requiring the explicit form of features while kernel
tricks can be only adapted to problems with some specific
forms.
IV. DISCRIMINATIVE NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OPERATOR
LEARNING
In this section, the proposed NACM is formally adapted to
the classification task to develop a discriminative framework
termed DNAOL to model the posterior distribution in (3),
in which the parametric nonlinear analysis operator will be
learned to meet the requirement of the classification task. In
order to demonstrate the advantages of NACM during con-
structing the feature model over the conventional regularized
linear synthesis model, the terms with respect to the classifier
in (3) should be inherited for fairness without involving more
discriminative strategies. For this reason, we also present two
types of classification schemes in a corresponding manner.
Then we derive a detailed optimization scheme for framework
learning. We conclude this section by theoretically comparing
our framework with other state-of-the-art DL frameworks and
AOL methods to highlight the superiorities.
A. Framework Proposition
In the spirit of two schemes in (3) described by the genera-
tive model, we will also present two types of implementations
to characterize the posterior distribution with the following
problem:
max
ŷ,̂f
P(ŷ, f̂ |x̂, θ∗P , θ∗W)
s.t. {θ∗P , θ∗W ,F} = arg max
θP ,θW ,F
P(θP , θW ,Y,F|X)
(1)
= P(Y|X,F, θW)P(θW)P(F|X, θP)P(θP)
(2)
= P(Y|X, θW)P(θW)P(F|X, θP)P(θP).
(7)
However, we may note that the feature vectors are still coupled
in the classifier and feature model in (7) for both schemes,
which will also yield the inconsonant problem mentioned in
our motivation. To solve this problem, we consider to decouple
two models by developing the following bi-level optimization
5in the training phase:
max
θP ,θW ,F
P(θP , θW ,Y,F|X)
(1)
≈ max
θW ,F˜
P(Y|X, F˜, θW)P(θW)
(2)
≈ max
θW ,F˜
P(Y|F˜, θW)P(θW),
s.t. F˜ ∈ arg max
θP ,F
P(F|X, θP)P(θP)
(8)
where we conduct an approximation imitating the strategy in
(2) with a clear interpretation, i.e., find a MAP solution F˜
of a proper parametric feature model in the lower-level opti-
mization to simultaneously maximize the upper level problem
P(Y|X, F˜, θW) so that the feature mapping will be consistent.
In the following part, we will respectively design the upper
level optimization corresponding to classifier construction and
lower-level parametric feature model in the training phase.
1) Parametric Classifier Model: Let yi ∈ {0, 1}C be a
binary label vector of training sample xi, where it is the
c-th column of identity matrix I ∈ RC×C if xi belongs
to the c-th class. Focusing on the first type in (8), a class-
specific model will be learned for the samples from the
same class. More specifically, we aim to learn C set of
independent model parameters {θcW , θcP}Cc=1 to characterize
the log-posterior distribution for i-th sample as:
−ΠCc=1 logP(yi|xi, θcW , f˜ ci ) =
C∑
c=1
yi(c)`(xi,W
cf˜ ci )
s.t. f˜ ci ∈ arg max
f ,θcP
P(f |xi, θcP)
(9)
where Wc ∈ Rn×pc denotes by the classifier parameters for
c-th class, f˜ ci is the cosparse feature vector of xi obtained with
the c-th model and `(·, ·) is a suitable loss function measuring
the fitting error. It is noted that (9) will reach its lower bound
if the loss function is vanishing as xi = Wcf˜ ci and minimizing
(9) will encourage a least intra-class fitting error. Nevertheless,
note also from the fact that as yi(c) = 0 for samples belonging
to the other class, such loss function in (9) will make no
contribution to enhancing the inter-class variances. We will
address this problem later by imposing a constraint on θcP .
This type of framework will be denoted by Sep-DNAOL and it
can be concluded that different model parameters are designed
and operated independently no matter they are coherent or not.
Considering the second type in (8) termed NonSep-DNAOL,
we will exploit a more aggressive way by measuring the
classification loss with a non-separable feature vector with the
following resulted log-posterior distribution:
− logP(yi|θW , f˜i) = `(yi,Wf˜i), s.t. f˜i ∈ arg max
f ,θP
P(f |xi, θP)
(10)
where W ∈ RC×p is the parameters in the classifier. For
both schemes of (9) and (10), following the common strategy
in previous DL algorithm [11], [44], we will also impose a
unit `2 norm constraint on each column of W or Wc to
model P(θW), i.e., ‖W:,j‖22 ≤ 1, which will be equivalent
to imposing a weight decay regularization on the classifier
parameters to prevent from over-fitting. In two schemes, the
square `2 loss function is considered for simplicity, namely
`(x,y) = ‖x − y‖22 and it is worth noting that the above
presented two types classifiers are both inherited from the
previous DL algorithms without any new components being
designed and involved.
2) Feature Model: After designing the upper-level opti-
mization for parametric classifier model, we come to the
most important issue in this framework, namely the lower-
level MAP estimation of feature vectors and parameters θP
with a proper feature model. In general, it requires some
complicated iterative methods between latent features and
model parameters to pursuit the solutions, e.g., Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm [1]. Fortunately, thanks to the
proposed NACM, it has been declared in the previous section
that this model can directly provide a closed form solution of
the features to reach the lower bound of the posterior function
with respect to θP . Therefore, the lower-level problem can be
always simplified as the MAP estimation only with respect to
θP so that (8) will be reformulated as:
max
θP ,θW ,F
P(θP , θW ,Y,F|X)
(1)
≈ max
θW ,θP ,F˜
C∑
c=1
N∑
i=1
yi(c)`(xi,W
c f˜ ci ) +
α
2
‖AcXc‖2F + τ
2
‖Ac‖2F,
s.t. F˜c = SΛc(AcX), ‖Wc:,j‖22 ≤ 1
(2)
≈ max
θW ,θP ,F˜
N∑
i=1
`(yi,W
c f˜ ci ) + τ‖A‖2F,
s.t. F˜ = SΛ(AX), ‖W:,j‖22 ≤ 1
(11)
where we impose Gaussian distributed prior on each parameter
in A, yielding an essentially weight decay regularization with
the hyper-parameter τ . The term α‖AcXc‖2F is involved to
encourage the inter-class dissimilarity to remedy the deficiency
of the classifier model, where X
c
contains the samples exclud-
ing class c and α is another hyper-parameter. More substantial,
this term will enforce the samples to be unfitted with an inter-
class feature model.
The remaining issue will focus on the explicit expression
of the feature selector SΛ. Inspired from the soft-threshold
operator corresponding to the proximity operator of the `1
norm, SΛ will be designed as the following parametric scaled-
threshold function in this paper2.
SΛ(Ax) = Λ1sgn(A˜x) max(|A˜x| −Λ2,0),
= Λsgn(Ax) max(|Ax| − 1,0) (12)
where Λ ∈ Rp×p is a diagonal parametric matrix controlling
the scale of each feature response and the threshold values for
each component simultaneously. We can easily observe that
the soft-threshold function is a special instance of (12) in the
case of Λ = I with threshold parameter vector as 1. It follows
that the j-th feature response in NACM will be independently
computed as:
f(j) = λjsgn(Aj,:x) max(|Aj,:x| − 1) (13)
where λj is the j-th entry in the diagonal of Λ. When
|Aj,:x| < 1, the corresponding feature response will vanish
2It is worth noting that other choices will be also available and encouraged.
6so that the robustness of the sparse pattern in the feature
vector will be promoted than conventional ACM. Compared
with (5), we can observe that Λ in (12) will not only perform
as the scale parameters for each feature response, but also the
regularization parameter in (5), which further enables us to
learn the regularization parameter according to our task. In this
paper, since we have no preference for the selected features,
we will impose on each λj a constraint that each of them
will be equal and drawn from a uniform distribution, namely
λj = λi ∼ U(0, 1), ∀j 6= i, yielding a scalar parameter to
simplify our model.
B. Classification in the Testing Phase
In the previous part, we have completed the framework of
two types of DNAOL in the training phase, which will result in
the MAP solution of parameters θ∗W and θ
∗
P . In this subsection,
we will present the testing phase for classifying a query sample
by considering the following MAP estimation.
max
ŷ,̂f
P(ŷ, f̂ |x̂, θ∗P , θ∗W)
(1)
≈ max
ŷ
P(ŷ|̂f∗, x̂, θ∗W)
(2)
≈ max
ŷ
P(ŷ|̂f∗, θ∗W) s.t. f̂∗ = arg maxP(f |x̂, θ∗P)
(14)
For Sep-DNAOL, a set of parameters for each class will be
denoted by (θcW)
∗ = (Wc)∗ and (θcP)
∗ = {(Ac)∗, (Λc)∗}.
Then the label vector ŷ of a query sample x̂ will consequently
be inferred as:
ŷ = arg min
c
‖x̂− (Wc)∗S(Λc)∗((Ac)∗x̂)‖22. (15)
For NonSep-DNAOL, we will directly check the classification
loss via:
ŷ = arg max
c
W∗c,:SΛ∗(A∗x̂) (16)
It can be observed from (15) and (16) that the feature map-
ping in the testing phase for both classification schemes are
consistent with those in the corresponding training phase and
the computation cost will be cheap due to a series of simple
forward operations with the closed form, namely matrix-vector
multiplication and logical comparison.
C. Optimization Scheme
In this subsection, we will derive a detailed optimization
scheme for two schemes or DNAOL frameworks in (11).
Considering the problem, both schemes will actually consist
of two coupled procedures, i.e., parametric NACM learning
by optimizing A and SΛ and classifier learning by updating
θW . Following common strategies in the previous DL algo-
rithm, we will achieve this goal by alternatively dealing with
two modules, i.e., optimizing the classifier with the resulted
features to minimize the classification loss, and then updating
the feature model to produce the MAP solutions of F and
A with respect to the current θW . It follows that the overall
problem will be non-convex so that only a local optimal could
be reached depending on the initialization. In our framework,
we initialize W with the standard Gaussian random matrix
and then project each column into the unit `2 ball to make it
feasible. A will be also initialized as the Gaussian random
matrix whose variance will be determined by the training
databases. The nonlinear parameters in Λ will be initialised
with the values drawn from the uniform distribution U(0, 1).
Given a fixed W, the optimization problem with respect to
NACM will be roughly summarized as:
min
A,Λ,F
`(F) + Ψ(A), s.t. SΛ(AX)− F = 0, (17)
where `(F) is short for the loss functions with respect to
F in two schemes here and after in the case of W is
fixed, vice versa and Ψ(A) is the regularizations on A. In
order to solve this problem, the general alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) will be exploited, which will
be beneficial to the large scaled problem with distributed
computing scheme [57]. In order to make it easier to handle,
an auxiliary variable Z is introduced for AX and the final
augmented Lagrangian function is given by:
Lρ = `(F) + Ψ(A)+ < U1,Z−AX >
+ < U2,Sλ(Z)− F > +ρ
2
‖Z−AX‖2F +
ρ
2
‖Sλ(Z)− F‖2F,
(18)
where < A,B >= Tr(ATB) stands for the inner product
operation between A and B, U1 and U2 are two dual
lagrangian multipliers and ρ > 0 is a penalty parameter. Then
the corresponding dual problem with respect to U1 and U2
are given by:
max
U1,U2
inf
F,A,Z,Λ
Lρ(F,A,Z,Λ,U1,U2) (19)
Totally speaking, the optimization process with ADMM will
be conducted according to the following scheme:
F(k+1) = arg minF `(F) +
ρ
2
‖SΛ(k)(Z(k))− F + U
(k)
2
ρ
‖2F,
Z(k+1) = arg minZ ‖SΛ(k)(Z)− U˜(k)2 ‖2F + ‖Z− U˜(k)1 ‖2F,
Λ(k+1) = arg minΛ ‖SΛ(Z(k+1))− U˜(k)2 ‖2F
A(k+1) = arg minA Ψ(A) +
ρ
2
‖Z(k+1) −AX + U
(k)
1
ρ
‖2F,
U
(k+1)
1 = U
(k)
1 + ρ(Z
(k+1) −A(k+1)X),
U
(k+1)
2 = U
(k)
2 + ρ(SΛ(k+1)(Z(k+1))− F(k+1)),
(20)
where U˜(k)1 = A
(k)X− U
(k)
1
ρ , U˜
(k)
2 = F
(k+1) − U
(k)
2
ρ and the
superscript (k) or (k + 1) denotes the iterations in ADMM.
We will respectively derive the detailed optimization schemes
for each primal variable in the following, where each of them
will admit an simple closed form solution without need any
iteration process.
• Update feature vectors F
According to the optimality condition, the solution
F(k+1) should satisfy:
0 ∈ ∂`(F
(k+1))
∂F
− ρ
(
SΛ(k)(Z(k))− F(k+1) +
U
(k)
2
ρ
)
.
(21)
Since `(F) in the both classification schemes are
quadratic functions, the optimal F(k+1) can be straight-
forwardly computed by solving the linear Eq. (21).
• Update auxiliary variable Z
7The optimization for this variable will be more so-
phisticated than the previous ones due to the nonlinear
function. Nonethless, considering the particular form of
our designed selector, we will next show that a closed
form solution can be obtained in the case of such a
piecewise linear function SΛ. Examining the subproblem
with respect to Z, we can observe that it is separable with
respect to each entry in Z so that the problem for Zj,i
will be given by:
min
Zj,i
(Sλj (Zj,i)− (U˜2)(k)j,i )2 + (Zj,i − (U˜1)(i)j,i)2 (22)
It follows that (22) will become a piecewise quadratic
function whose local minimizers can be readily computed
with the closed form. After each local minimal is ob-
tained, the global optimal Zj,i will be the one among
those local solutions via logical comparison.
• Update the nonlinear feature selector SΛ
The subproblem with respect to SΛ is summarized as
following:
min
Λ
‖SΛ(Z(k+1))− U˜(k)2 ‖2F (23)
Considering the above optimization, it is also a quadratic
function with respect to the scalar λ. Therefore, the
solution is obtained via setting its derivative as zero and
solving the linear equation.
• Update the linear feature extractor A
Analogously to the optimization process for F, the closed
form solution of A(k+1) can be also obtained by solving
the following equation when the regularizer Ψ(A) is a
quadratic function.
0 ∈ ∂Ψ(A(k+1))− ρ
(
Z(k+1) −A(k+1)X + U
(k)
1
ρ
)
XT
= ∂Ψ(A(k+1))−Λ(k+1)1 XT.
(24)
ADMM converges when the primal and dual residuals
are both below a threshold or the total iterations exceed
its maximum.
After optimizing the NACM, we will approximately obtain
the MAP solution of F and θP , and then we are ready to
optimize the classifier as:
min
W
`(W) s.t. ‖Wj,:‖22 ≤ 1 (25)
The solution to this constraint convex optimization can be
simply computed via projected gradient algorithm. Otherwise,
we can also exploit the ADMM schemes by introducing
another variable as [43] does and we will not discuss the
details for simplicity. The overall algorithm converges when
the relative variation of loss function between two adja-
cent iterations is below a predefined threshold  and it is
summarised in Algorithm 1. In practical situation, we can
exploit the warm start strategy for ADMM to search a good
initializations, namely optimizing each primal variable only
without Lagrangian multipliers updating.
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Fig. 1. Probabilistic graphical representations for two types of classification
frameworks with (a). generative version with regularized linear synthesis
model and (b). discriminative version with nonlinear analysis cosparse model.
Green and red arrays will stand for the procedures in the classifier and feature
model, respectively.
D. Framework Comparison
In this subsection, we will make a comparison with two
typical counterpart DL frameworks and AOL classification
frameworks to highlight the novelty and superiorities of
DNAOL. Before we start, probabilistic graphic representations
for generative and discriminative models with two classifica-
tion implementations are shown in Figs. 1 to better illustrate
the differences.
Considering Sep-DNAOL, we essentially learn a class-
specific model for each class independently, resulting in C
set of model parameters {θcW , θcP}Cc=1, where we only impose
a discriminative constraint on Ac to increase the inter-class
dissimilarity. It will make us recall a similar DL framework
called dictionary learning with structured incoherence (DLSI)
which will also attempt to learn C distinct synthesis models
(dictionaries) [16]. To enhance the discrimination, the authors
introduced a structured regularization on each pair of dictio-
nary to increase their mutual incoherences. From this perspec-
tive, DLSI should be regarded as the twin framework with Sep-
DNAOL, however, we will see from the following empirical
results that Sep-DNAOL will significantly outperform DLSI
in terms of accuracies and execution times. Considering the
NonSep-DNAOL, it is much more similar to discriminative
K-SVD (D-KSVD) [21], where only a label regression term
is involved in both frameworks without extra supervised
strategy. Note also from their following experimental results
that NonSep-DNAOL will achieve much better performances.
These two instructive examples will evidently demonstrate
the superiorities of the proposed NACM over the regularized
linear synthesis model in general classification task. In addition
Algorithm 1: DNAOL
Input: Training set (X,Y), regularization parameters α,
τ , max iterations T , penalty parameter ρ, residual
.
Output: A, W, Λ = {λ}
Initialize: W ∼ N (0, I), λ ∼ U(0, 1), A ∼ N (0, σ2I)
Main Loop: while not convergence do
Update A, SΛ and F with scheme (20);
Update W by solving (25);
end
8to these two DL frameworks, we will further observe that
the DNAOL can achieve the better or competitive results
than other state-of-the-art generative DL frameworks involving
more discriminative strategies.
Next, let us review the framework of DPL [43] with the
purpose of learning a linear analysis operator to approximate
the features of a synthesis dictionary. This framework is also
a discriminative one focusing on the posterior distribution,
but its motivation will be distinct from our Sep-DNAOL.
Moreover, Sep-DNAOL enables us to produce a MAP solution
of the features with task-adapted regularization in a latent way
while features in DPL are the intermediate latent variables ob-
tained with a maximizing likelihood estimation (MLE) so that
the inconsistency issue will still appear in their framework. We
will also compare NonSep-DNAOL with fast soft-thresholding
based dictionary learning (ST-DL) [54]. Intuitively speaking,
apart from their distinct motivations, ST-DL can be also
viewed as a special instance of NonSep-DNAOL, but the
classification loss functions in two frameworks are different.
More specifically, ST-DL exploits the hinge loss for binary
classification while we leverage the simple ridge regression
function for multi-class classification. More importantly, ST-
DL uses a fixed non-parametric soft-thresholding operator as
the nonlinear mapping without learning while we focus on
learning a task adapted parametric scaling soft-threshold func-
tion according to some training samples. Therefore, generality
and adaptability of NonSep-DNAOL can be fundamentally
promoted than ST-DL.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we will experimentally evaluate the proposed
DNAOL framework for different perspectives. We will first
examine the convergence and computational complexities of
the proposed framework. Next, the effects of different parame-
ters are investigated . Finally, several state-of-the-art DL-SSM
frameworks are compared to demonstrate the superiorities of
DNAOL. All the experiments are performed on a desktop PC
with i5 Intel CPU and 8GB memory for ten times indepen-
dently and the average results will be reported. Without loss
of the generality, the following experiments for analysis will
be conducted on Extended Yale B database.
A. Convergence Analysis
In this subsection, we will analyze the convergence of the
optimization scheme for DNAOL. It has been declared that the
overall optimization scheme will converge to the local optimal
solutions due to the non-convexity of the problem, therefore
the convergence curves will be empirically plotted in Fig.
2(a), implying the increase of the log posterior probabilities.
Considering the nonlinear analysis operator learning phase, the
corresponding subproblem (17) is a nearly canonical form for
ADMM whose convergence has been extensively investigated
[57]. Specifically, it indicates that the primal and dual residuals
will converge to zero to ensure the optimality conditions for
each subproblem in ADMM scheme with O(1/k) rate for
convex problem. We empirically plot the primal and dual
residual curves in the first main iteration for Sep-DNAOL and
NonSep-DNAOL in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. We can
see that the primal residuals (PR1,PR2) for both schemes will
converge fast to zero while the dual residuals (DR1, DR2) will
only reach stability. This phenomenon is probably caused by
alternatively solving the nonlinear subproblems with respect to
Z and Λ. Another important issue should be discussed here
that a larger value of ρ will impose a larger penalty on the
primal residuals to ensure the constraint conditions while a
smaller one will help to reduce the dual residuals to reach
a closer optimal for the dual problem. In our experiments, ρ
is fixed as 1 for simplicity. For the subproblem of classifier
learning (25), it is a convex optimization which will converge
to the global minimizer.
B. Computational Complexity Analysis
As one of the motivations and superiorities of DNAOL,
the computational complexities in the training and testing
phases should be examined, respectively. Reviewing the train-
ing phase in the first place, two classification schemes have
been developed, namely Sep-DNAOL and NonSep-DNAOL.
In Sep-DNAOL, we target at learning a set of completely
separated parameters independently. On the contrary, NonSep-
DNAOL will learn the common parameters for all classes so
that its complexities will rely on all training samples. From
this perspective, NonSep-DNAOL will generally more time
consuming than Sep-DNAOL. Concerning each step of the
optimization, the computational burden in nonlinear operator
learning phase will mainly result from optimizing F, Z,
λ and A. Specifically, updating F will rely on solving a
linear equation in which we have to compute the inverse of
(WTW + ρI). This computational complexity will be O(p3c)
for Sep-DNAOL and O(p3) for NonSep-DNAOL, respectively.
As pc  p, computing F for NonSep-DNAOL will have
a much more expensive cost and we can exploit the con-
jugate gradient method to iteratively pursuit the solution, if
necessary. Updating Z is a fully separated problem for both
schemes, where we only have to optimize each component of
Z by solving a scalar piecewise quadratic function and then
making if-then comparisons. The complexity of updating Λ
will mostly depend on the size of Z. Updating A is also
solving a linear equation, which will need to compute the
inverse of (τI+(ρ−α)Xc(Xc)T +αXXT) or (τI+ρXXT)
for Sep-DNAOL and NonSep-DNAOL, respectively. For both
schemes, the complexity will be O(max(n3, n2N)) depending
on the size of the input training samples. Fortunately, the
required inversion will keep unchanged during the training
process for both schemes so that we can precompute and
store them in advance to accelerate the learning procedures.
However, when this trick is exploited, the burden of storage
will increase. We empirically observed that if the training
samples are collected from numerous subjects in a relative
high dimensional input domain, the time cost will contrarily
increase in a limited memory environment. In the testing
phase, both of the schemes will have much fewer complexities
than conventional frameworks of DL-SSM. Specifically, we
only need to exploit (15) or (16), in which almost O(n2pc)
and O(pn) complexities are required for classifying a query
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Fig. 2. Convergence curves. (a). Objective function values for Sep-DNAOL and NonSep-DNAOL. (b). Primal and dual residuals for Sep-DNAOL. (c). Primal
and dual residuals for NonSep-DNAOL.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Time cost with different equivalent feature dimensions in (a) training
and (b) testing phases, respectively.
sample. Therefore, NonSep-DNAOL will spend less time than
Sep-DNAOL in the testing phase.
We will now empirically evaluate the influence of pc and p
by varying the equivalent feature dimension from 10 × 38 to
100× 38, namely ∑c pc for Sep-DNAOL and p for NonSep-
DNAOL and the results are plotted in following Figs. 3. As
shown in Fig. 3(a), Sep-DNAOL indeed requires much less
time cost in the training phase than Non-Sep-DNAOL, where
the time cost in the case of 3800 equivalent feature dimension
is still much fewer than 100s. It is worth noting that such
time cost for Sep-DNAOL is able to be further reduced if
the parallel computing is adopted. For the testing phase, both
of the schemes will efficiently classify a query within 10−3s,
but NonSep-DNAOL will spend less time than Sep-DNAOL,
which has been analysed above.
C. Regularization Parameters
The part will evaluate the effect of parameters in DNAOL,
namely regularization parameters α, τ and variance σ for the
initial A. We firstly fix σ = 1 and examine the effect of the
regularization parameters, then with the local optimal α and
τ , we will further evaluate the influence of the initial variance.
For Sep-DNAOL, we will exploit the grid search to tune
α and τ in cross validation and the effects with respect to
the classification accuracy are plotted in Fig. 4(a). It can be
seen from (11), the essential influence of α and τ for Sep-
DNAOL will rely on their ratio. It can be observed from
Fig. 4(a), the values across each diagonal are approximately
the same. Theoretically speaking, a larger value of ratio will
help to enhance the discrimination of Ac. Accordingly, we
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Effects of hyper-parameters for two schemes on the classification
accuracy. (a). the average classification performances of Sep-DNAOL. (b).
box plot of the performances of NonSep-DNAOL.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Effects of σ for two schemes on the classification accuracy. (a).
Sep-DNAOL. (b). NonSep-DNAOL.
can conclude from the following figure that with the increase
of this ratio, the accuracies are raising and reaching the
peak regions (yellow region). However, too large a ratio will
contrarily disturb the loss function so that the performance
will be degraded gradually. For NonSep-DNAOL, we use the
one dimensional search to determining the regularized path
of τ and the results are plotted in Figs. 4(b).As shown in
the figure, the classification accuracies will be stable when
τ < 1e−2, where the performances gradually raise to the top
as the increase of τ .
In the following experiments, we will evaluate the initial-
ization of A ∼ N (0, σ2I) and the performances are illustrated
in Figs. 5. According to the results, we can see that NonSep-
DNAOL will be more sensitive to σ and its classification
accuracy varies from almost 98% to 95.8% while that of Sep-
DNAOL will keep stable between 97% and 98%.
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D. Framework Evaluation
Finally, we will compare our two DNAOL frameworks with
some typical DL frameworks based on linear synthesis model
on different image databases to demonstrate their effectiveness
and superiorities. To meet the goal of this paper, we will
mainly concern the time cost in the training and testing phases
and the corresponding classification accuracy to evaludate the
performances of different algorithms. We may declare that
since no more discrimination promoting strategies have been
involved in our model, effectiveness and efficiency would only
be fairly validated by comparing Sep-DNAOL and NonSep-
DNAOL with DLSI [16], DPL [43] and with D-KSVD [21],
respectively. Even so, we will still list some following state
of the art frameworks with linear synthesis model to show the
superiorities. Sparse representation classifier (SRC) and col-
laborative representation classifier (CRC) are two baseline syn-
thesis models, where the training samples are directly served
as the model parameters, namely dictionary. The main dif-
ference between these two approaches appears in the distinct
regularizations on the features, where `1 norm is exploited in
SRC and square `2 norm is adopted in CRC. Additionally, we
also compare Sep-DNAOL with the novel dictionary learning
approach of Fisher discriminative dictionary learning (FDDL)
[18], where some more discriminative structure constraint
or regularizations are involved to enhance the classification
accuracy. Besides, NonSep-DNAOL will be further compared
with the similar approaches of Label consistent KSVD (LC-
KSVD2) [22] and joint embedding and dictionary learning
(JEDL) [23]. The following comparison results reported are
all quoted from the corresponding papers or simulated with
the optimal settings [22], [23], [43].
1) Datasets and protocols:
• Extended Yale B of human faces (E-YaleB) [58]:
This database contains 2414 frontal face images from
38 classes where about 64 images taken under different
illumination conditions and expressions will be collected
for each person. Some sample images are shown in Fig.
6(a). Following the common setting, the random features
from a 504 dimensional input domain will be exploited to
evaluate the algorithms [22] and each input feature vector
will be firstly normalized with the unit `2 norm. For this
database, 32 samples per class will be randomly picked
as the training samples while the rest are used as the
testing samples. For our two frameworks, α = 1× 10−4,
τ = 7× 10−6 and σ2 = 5 are set in Sep-DNAOL while
τ = 9 × 10−5 σ2 = 1 in NonSep-DNAOL and the
equivalent feature dimension will be set as 1040 (30×38).
• AR database of human faces (AR) [59]: This face
database will include more occlusion images such as
wearing sunglass and scarf and we select some normal
sample images shown in Fig. 6(b). There are 2,600
images of 100 classes, and 20 images of each class are
used for training and 6 images are remained for testing
following the common setting. For this database, the 540
dimensional random feature vectors will be utilized as the
input samples and the equivalent feature dimension will
be set as 2000 (20× 100). α = 1× 10−3, τ = 1× 10−4,
(a) (b)
Fig. 6. Sample images from EYaleB and AR. (a). EYaleB. (b). AR.
σ2 = 4 in Sep-DNAOL while τ = 3 × 10−4, σ2 = 2 in
NonSep-DNAOL.
• Caltech-101 objects dataset (Caltech-101) [60]:
Caltech-101 database contains 9144 images from 102
categories including 101 object classes and a background
class and some sample images are shown in Figs. 7(a) and
7(b). Following the common setting, 30 samples from
each category of Caltech-101 are used for training and
the rests are for testing, where the feature dimension
will be set as 3060 (30× 102). For this database, spatial
pyramid matching and bag-of-words framework are used
for coarse feature extraction, where SIFT features are
extracted for three grids of size 1 × 1, 2 × 2 and 4 × 4.
Then the standard vector quantization method is used
to pool the SIFT features, where max pooling strategy
is adopted. These resulted features are further reduced
to 3000 dimension by means of principal component
analysis as the final input samples. We set α = 7×10−4,
τ = 9 × 10−4 and σ2 = 80 in Sep-DNAOL while
τ = 0.01 and σ2 = 20 in NonSep-DNAOL.
• 15-Scene database (15-scene) [2]: For the 15-scene
database, it collects images from 15 scenes shown in Figs.
7(c) and 7(d). 100 samples of each class are employed for
training, and the input samples are of 3000 dimensionality
which are obtained according to the same preprocess of
Caltech-101 similarly. However, the feature dimension
this database is set to be 450 (30 × 15) following the
common setting and thus it performs the classification
in a lower dimensional feature domain. α = 1−5, τ =
3×10−3 and σ2 = 80 in Sep-DNAOL, and τ = 3×10−3,
σ2 = 20 in NonSep-DNAOL, respectively.
2) Overall accuracies comparison: Let us firstly focus our
sight on the overall accuracies (OA) summarized in Table II,
which is divided into two parts according to their different
implementations. Firstly, considering the implementation 1,
a separable dictionary comprising class-specific atoms are
learned or directly utilized from the training samples in each
comparison algorithm. We can see that the proposed Sep-
DNAOL will outperform the compared ones on three databases
except Caltech-101. Note also from the results that Sep-
DNAOL does achieve an evidently better performance on all
databases than its twin brother algorithm with the almost same
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Fig. 7. Sample images from Caltech-101 database and scene-15 database.
(a)(b). Cup, Pyramid. (c)(d) Kitchen, Store.
TABLE II
OVERALL ACCURACIES (%) COMPARISON AND BEST RESULTS ARE
BOLDED
Type Algorithms E-YaleB AR Caltech101 15-scene
1
Sep-DNAOL 97.9 98.5 71.8 98.2
SRC 96.8 97.5 70.7 91.8
CRC 97.0 97.7 70.4 95.2
DLSI 97.0 97.5 73.1 92.5
FDDL 96.7 97.5 73.2 97.6
DPL 97.5 98.3 71.2 97.7
2
NonSep-DNAOL 97.8 98.6 73.1 97.9
JEDL 95.4 98.3 74.4 95.7
LC-KSVD2 96.7 97.8 73.6 92.9
D-KSVD 95.4 95.0 73.0 89.1
strategies, namely DLSI. As a straightforward conclusion,
when the cosparse model meets the classification task, the
proposed NACM will indeed appear more discrimination than
the conventional linear synthesis model. Compared with DPL,
Sep-DNAOL can also bring about higher accuracies because
the feature extractor in training and testing phases are still
inconsistent in DPL. Compared with the other state-of-the-
art DL algorithms, although many sophisticated discrimination
promoting strategies have been involved in their frameworks,
e.g., FDDL, they only achieve a marginally better performance
on Caltech-101 database than DPL and our Sep-DNAOL.
We conjecture that it is caused by the following two folds.
On one hand, the proposed model is more sensitive to the
initializations than the generative ones because we can produce
any features via f = SΛ(Ax) while linear synthesis model
will restrain x to be synthesized by the dictionary D and
f as x = Df . In our model, the random matrices drawn
from the Gaussian distribution are used as the initialization
while the most compared algorithms use the off the shelf
training sample matrices or pre-trained dictionary with K-
SVD [11]. On the other hand, images in this database are
appearing large variations, the amount of the exploited training
samples is intrinsically deficient for a discriminative model
to characterize p(y, f |x) in this case. As a conclusion, the
discriminative model will generally achieve a higher clas-
sification performance than the generative model, but the
limited labeled samples will conversely degrade its perfor-
mance than generative ones [8]. Nevertheless, we will later
see from the time costs comparison that the algorithms with
the generative model will pay the price of heavily increased
computational burdens during the training phase. Likewise, the
same conclusions can be derived from the performances of
the type 2 implementation, where a non-separable dictionary
is learned in the compared frameworks. In this scenario, the
proposed NonSep-DNAOL significantly improves the classi-
fication accuracies than those compared generative models
on three databases, especially its counterpart algorithm of D-
KSVD [21]. In a summary, owning to the proposed NACM,
two frameworks of Sep-DNAOL and NonSep-DNAOL can
always generate a better classification accuracies than their
generative counterparts with the same discriminative strategies.
As a consequence, it will appear more potentials when it is
devoted to the classification tasks with the sufficient training
samples. In the next part, another remarkable superiority of
low computational cost will be validated.
3) Time costs comparison: Despite the classification accu-
racies, we will finally evaluate the time costs in training and
testing phases of classifying one query sample for different
algorithms.
Let us first examine the training time costs of those algo-
rithms for the first type implementation, where several class-
specific model parameters are learned. Since SRC and CRC
directly exploit the input samples as the model parameters
without learning, these two algorithms will not be compared.
For the rest of four frameworks, Sep-DNAOL, DLSI, FDDL
and DPL, we will compute their average overall training times
and plot the results in Fig. 8(a) in the order of magnitudes
approximately. At the first sight of the plot, we can obviously
conclude that two discriminative models, Sep-DNAOL and
DPL will spend much less time on training model, where
they are roughly 10 or 100 times faster than two generative
models. We can also conclude from comparing the time costs
on AR, Caltech-101 and Scene-15 that an increased number
of categories will aggravate more cost in training phase than
dimension increment of the input sample for this type of
implementation but the training time for two discriminative
models are still acceptable allowing their potential applications
to the large scaled problem, where less than 200s will be
required for Caltech-101. On the contrary, for two generative
models, it will spend about 1 × 104s on the training process
let alone the time cost for parameters validation. This time-
consuming process will heavily limit the applications of the
generative dictionary learning algorithms for some large scaled
classification tasks. Comparing Sep-DNAOL with DPL, our
framework is slightly slower than DPL because a nonlinear
feature selection operator is extra involved to generative a
MAP estimation of features. Nevertheless, feature mapping is
consistent in our model which can improve the classification
accuracy than DPL. In addition to the first type, we turn
to those algorithms with the second type of implementation
including NonSep-DNAOL, LC-KSVD2, JEDL and D-KSVD.
Since these three compared algorithms all exploit K-SVD for
dictionary learning, the average time cost in the first iteration
including initialization process will be evaluated for simplicity
and the results are plotted in Fig. 8(b). The same conclusion
can be obtained from the results that NonSep-DNAOL reduces
a much fewer time cost than other three compared algorithms
by means of typical K-SVD for dictionary update.
Finally, we will check the testing times in classifying one
query sample for different algorithms shown in Figs. 9. Totally
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Fig. 8. Time costs comparison in training phase. (a).first type of implemen-
tation. (b). second type of implementation.
(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Time costs comparison in testing phase. (a).first type of implemen-
tation. (b). second type of implementation.
speaking, the main difference between our two schemes and
other compared algorithm focuses on the cost on extracting the
feature vector. More specially, our two schemes together with
JEDL and DPL will directly generate the feature vector of a
query sample with the closed form linear or nonlinear mapping
as f = P(x) while the others should solve a complicated
inverse problem. It follows that the results in Figs. 9 show that
the former mentioned four algorithms will cost fewer testing
time in classifying one sample than the conventional generative
frameworks.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper presents a nonlinear analysis cosparse model
(NACM) to allow learning a task oriented discriminative fea-
ture transformation and regularization simultaneously. When
this cosparse model meets image classification, it is served
as a parametric feature model in a novel discriminative non-
linear analysis operator learning framework (DNAOL), which
successfully solves the deficiencies of the conventional regu-
larized linear synthesis model by characterizing the posterior
distribution. Evaluated on four image benchmark databases,
DNAOL will not only achieve the better or at least competitive
classification accuracies than the state-of-the-art algorithms but
it can also significantly reduce the time complexities in both
training and testing phases. As a general model, NACM can be
potentially devoted to other tasks and it can be readily served
as a basic building block to develop a hierarchical feature
model. The main deficiencies of DNAOL can be empirically
observed that it is more sensitive to the initializations than the
generative model and the classification performance will be
degraded as the number of training samples decreases. Future
work will attempt to address these issues by developing a
hybrid discriminative and generative model.
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